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Reconstruction problem
• In Minkowski spacetime how can a non-inertial observer know its spacetime position as a function of propertime τ ?
• Naive answer: take the worldline x µ = (t, x i (t)) as measured by an inertial observer, compute
and invert to obtain t(τ ).
The problem of delay
• In Minkowski spacetime how can a non-inertial observer know its spacetime position as a function of proper time τ ?
• A communication between the non-inertial and the inertial observers involves a delay which becomes huge as the distance increases. The non-inertial observer should know its position without reference to inertial observables such as x(t) or v(t).
Solution to the reconstruction problem
• The solution is to reconstruct the trajectory from the componentsã i (τ ) of the proper acceleration with respect to suitably transported axes. The proper acceleration is
The natural solution is to choose e i as a Fermi-Walker transported tetrad,
The problem reduces to a numerical one
with inputã i (τ ).
Solution to the reconstruction problem II
• The solution is satisfactory because the proper acceleration is an observable and its components with respect to comoving gyroscopes are observable as well.
• Through the knowledge of its own acceleration historyã i (τ ) a non-inertial observer can know its actual spacetime position x µ (τ ) expressed in the inertial coordinates of an arbitrary inertial observer. The mathematical analog of this physical statement is the well know Frenet-Serret unicity theorem.
• The algorithm can be easily implemented and provides the non-inertial observer with a tool which can allow its autonomous spacetime navigation.
BUT...it would be nice to have an analytical solution to the reconstruction problem.
Lightlike parallel transport
• The idea is to replace the Fermi-Walker transport with another one which we term lightlike parallel transport. It is defined so as to keep a lightlike direction unchanged, that is, the lightlike parallel transport is the one you obtain by fixing the night sky position of a given star. It is implicitly used in astronomic devices.
• The lightlike transported triad rotates with respect to the Fermi-Walker triad.
From now on n µ = (1, 0, . . . , 0, 1) will be the preserved lightlike direction.
The inhomogeneous Little group
Let us define M = P µ n µ = P d+1 − P 0 , W a = J 0 a − J d+1 a = −n µ J µa , K d+1 = J 0d+1 and H = P 0 then the generators K d+1 , M, H, P a , W a and J ab span a Lie algebra whose infinitesimal Poincaré transformations leave n µ invariant and include the translations
M generates translations along n µ .
The inhomogeneous Little group II
The infinitesimal transformation between lightlike transported frames is
The dependence of r(τ ), α a (τ ), Ω ab (τ ), t(τ ), x a (τ ) and x d+1 (τ ) on time is recovered from
We end with a system of differential equations dr dτ =ã d+1 ,
Analytical solution to the reconstruction problem
Finally, the reconstruction problem is solved (up to affine Poincaré transformations) 
Differential aging formula
∆(τ ) = T (τ ) − τ T 2 (τ ) = [ τ 0 e − Ê τ ′ 0ã dτ ′′ dτ ′ ][ τ 0 e − Ê τ ′ 0ã dτ ′′ ( τ ′ 0 e Ê τ ′′ 0ã dτ ′′′ã ⊥ dτ ′′ ) 2 dτ ′ ] −[ τ 0 e − Ê τ ′ 0ã dτ ′′ ( τ ′ 0 e Ê τ ′′ 0ã dτ ′′′ã ⊥ dτ ′′ )dτ ′ ] 2 + [ τ 0 e − Ê τ ′ 0ã dτ ′′ dτ ′ ][ τ 0 e Ê τ ′0ã
Conclusions
• The lightlike parallel transport is natural in many situations and shares interesting integrability properties.
• The motion of a non-inertial observer can be obtained from the acceleration history with respect to the longitudinal and perpendicular directions. This solution may be useful for futurable autonomous spacetime navigation.
• In particular a closed differential aging formula has been obtained. The analogous problem for the Fermi-Walker acceleration splitting being still open.
